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Abstract—This paper presents a robust soft sensor for esti-
mating heat exchanger fouling in combustion–thermal power
plant context. The approach is data–driven and focuses on
identifying the effect of plant load changes to fouling estimation.
Proposed method is applied to real process measurements and
results are presented. The method consists of two blocks; a
static energy balance calculation block for “traditional” fouling
indicator calculation and a dynamic subspace identification block
for finding sootblowing– and load level dynamics components
of the static fouling indicator signal. Results from applying the
proposed method to real plant data show that load level dynamics
can be decoupled from static fouling estimate.

Index Terms—System Modeling and Control, Fault Monitoring
and Diagnosis, Decision Support Systems

A. Nomenclature

Scalar variables appear in italic typeset, e.g. x. Vectors
(matrices) appear using roman lowercase typeset, e.g. v (roman
uppercase, e.g. M). Symbols (.)T and (.)†, represent transposi-
tion operator and Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Heat exchange rate of heat exchangers directly affect the
efficiency of combustion–thermal power plants. Unfortunately,
the heat exchange rate declines over time in normal plant
operation as particles of combustion residual in flue gas form
an insulating deposit layer on heat exchanger surfaces. This
phenomenon is called fouling. Heat exchange surfaces are
cleaned by injecting impulses of high–pressure steam into flue
gas duct, an operation called sootblowing. [1]

The process conditions in flue gas duct are challenging, and
to the best of authors’ knowledge no industrially feasible direct
fouling measuring instrumentation technology exists, although
research in the field is ongoing [2]. Therefore the exact
amount of fouling at given moment is unknown. Soft sensor
approaches for fouling rely on finding some representative
coefficient for heat exchange [3], [4]. With soft sensoring,
finding the minimum cost of lowered heat exchange rate versus
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lost high–pressure steam becomes possible in form of some
optimization problem [5], [6].

However, these first principle–based static equations are
unable to take changing process condition dynamics into
consideration. Improved methods found in literature typically
apply machine learning to take changes in process conditions
into consideration [7], [8]. They have been shown to reduce,
but not remove, the sensitivity problem to changes in process
conditions. Additionally, the usage of machine learning algo-
rithms required massive database of historical operation data.

In this paper we propose a method to include the decoupled
the dynamics of sootblowing– and load level inputs to static
heat exchange coefficient. In this such coefficient is called a
fouling indicator. Proposed method is purely data–driven and
only a relatively short data sequence of past measurements is
needed for subspace identification. Application of the method
to real data from combustion–thermal power plant is done in
online–mimicking setting.

The method is divided into two main blocks. Static block
calculates the static fouling indicator from energy balances
of available measurements. Dynamic block performs subspace
identification for a set of recent data to find two dynamic
single–input–single–output (SISO) LTI systems of fouling
indicator with respect to sootblowing– and load level inputs.

Performing two separate LTI system identifications in the
dynamic block is a key idea in this work. The two LTI
systems find dynamics of sootblowing and load level to fouling
indicator respectively. Results show that this decomposition of
fouling indicator signal can explain the behaviour of static
first principle calculation. Furthermore, the dynamic block
provides updating LTI system presentations of fouling that a)
are adaptive to changes in plant parameters, and b) can readily
be used for control– and optimization design.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
problem setting and discusses static heat exchange calculation
from available measurements. Section III gives details of the
dynamic block, highlighting the modified subspace identifica-
tion method suitable for this application. Finally, Section IV



(a) A rough sketch of possible instrumentation.

(b) Deposit accumulating on
heat exchange surface.

Fig. 1. Simplified overview of heat exchange system of interest.

shows how the presented method works when applied to real
measurements from first superheater of combustion–thermal
power plant.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

Heat exchangers in combustion–thermal power plants are
typically well instrumented. Heating (cooling) of water/steam
(flue gas) is a key performance indicator for given heat
exchanger and it is directly reflected in total performance of
the plant. A simplified scheme of possible instrumentation in
first steam superheater is presented in Fig. 1a. All or some
of the presented measurements (pressures and temperatures
before and after the heat exchanger and mass flows for both
fluids) are present for any given heat exchanger. However,
instrumentation to directly measure the thickness of deposit
layer on heat exchange surface (sketched in Fig. 1b) is not
available.

Static first principle energy balance equations can be de-
rived from available measurements. Depending on available
instrumentation, more or less accurate soft sensor for fouling

Fig. 2. Static fouling indicator from real plant data when load level remains
constant.

indicator is obtained [9]. For example, heat exchange power P
can be calculated from steam measurements and water–steam
tables (1). With known heat exchange area A, fouling indicator
w can be obtained (3). Note that the only heat exchanger or
plant parameter needed for this static fouling indicator soft
sensor is A.

P = ṁws(hws,out − hws,in) (1)

∆Tm =
(Tfg,in − Tws,out)− (Tfg,out − Tws,in)

ln((Tfg,in − Tws,out)/(Tfg,out − Tws,in))
(2)

w =
P

A∆Tm
, (3)

where subscripts ws and fg stand for water–steam and flue
gas respectively, ṁ and T are the measured mass flow and
temperature respectively, enthalpy h can be obtained from
water–steam tables with pressure– and temperature measure-
ments, P is the heat power and ∆Tm the logarithmic mean of
temperature difference in counter–flow arrangement (2).

Fouling indicator calculated from real plant measurements
is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. At constant load the fouling
indicator can intuitively be considered to inversely reflect the
thickness of deposit layer on heat exchange surfaces; during
sootblowing the fouling indicator rises sharply, followed by
slow decay as deposit accumulates on heat exchange surfaces
over time.

The fouling indicator, however, loses its intuitive rela-
tionship with deposit thickness as plant load level changes.
Obviously load level changes do not cause radical fluctuation
in deposit layer thickness. Instead, the fouling indicator be-
haviour is likely caused by changes in mass flows of fluids
etc. that affect the static calculations.

As an improvement to static fouling indicator calculation, a
physical model of the heat exchanger could be used with state
estimator to estimate deposit thickness under varying process
conditions. However, this approach would require extensive
modeling and tuning. [10]

In this paper we will introduce a data–driven adaptive soft
sensor to overcome the issue varying load levels. This method
decouples the fouling indicator signal into constant–load– and

Fig. 3. Static fouling indicator from real plant data when load level varies
over time.



varying–load parts. The former captures the intuitive dynamics
with respect to sooblowing (as in Fig. 2), the latter captures
the dynamics of variation from constant–load fouling indicator
with respect to load level changes. The approach is robust and
readily applicable for various heat exchangers without the need
of extensive tuning.

III. METHOD

The overall structure of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 4. The static block was presented in Section II, the
dynamic block is presented in this section. Dynamic block is
purely data–driven; given sequences of recent measurement
input u = {u1, u2, . . . uN} and output y = {y1, y2, . . . yN},
SISO LTI systems are identified capturing the relationship
between: (a) sootblowing on/off signal and constant–load
fouling indicator, (b) load level change and varying–load foul-
ing indicator. The applied subspace identification is executed
online at given trigger condition, making the method robust
against changes in plant parameters during operation.

A. Subspace identification

SISO LTI system is defined by system matrix A ∈ Rn×n

and vectors b ∈ Rn×1 and c ∈ R1×n,

xk+1 = Axk + buk, k = 0, 1, . . . (4a)
yk = cxk. (4b)

The applied subspace identification approach first finds the
system matrix A utilizing principles of the Kalman–Ho method
[11]. The rest of the LTI system parameters including b and
c are found by means of the Prony method [12], [13], [14].

It is well known that the evolution of (4) for finite length
can be described by the matrix equation of the form:

Hy = OX0 + T Hu (5)

where Hy and Hu are input and output data matrix with
Hankel structure, X0 is a matrix of initial states, O :=
[cT AT cT (A2)T cT ]T . . . is the extended observability matrix
defining the free (or unforced) response, and

T :=


0 0 . . .
cb 0 . . .

cAb cb . . .
...

...
. . .

 (6)

is a Toeplitz matrix defining the forced response (see [11] page
149). The sizes of matrices are determined by length of data
sequence N and prediction horizon h.

To identify the system matrix A, we first manipulate the
input–output data set to remove the bias and to obtain the

Fig. 4. High–level structure of data–driven fouling indicator.

zero–input response data. First, we consider the effect of bias
on the output data. For example, it is straightforward to find
a first–order LTI system that matches sampled data given by
function y = e−2x exactly, whereas no LTI system of form
(4) exists for sampled data from y = e−2x + 1. Consequently,
subspace identification will fail with biased data.

We propose taking a linear combination of data to resolve
this issue. Let the output y be corrupted by some unknown but
constant bias ε, y = {y1 + ε, y2 + ε, . . . yN + ε}. By forming
the output Hankel data matrix Hy ∈ Rh×N−h+1

Hy :=


y1 + ε y2 + ε . . . yN−h+1 + ε
y2 + ε y3 + ε

...
...

. . .
yh + ε yh+1 + ε . . . yN + ε

 , (7)

where N >> h and matrix Cb ∈ RN−h+1×N−h

Cb :=


1 1 . . . 1
−1

−1
. . .

−1

 , (8)

new matrix Wy := HyCb contains column–wise linear com-
binations of Hy matrix where ε terms have conveniently
cancelled out. Multiplying (5) by Cb from the right we get

HyCb = OX0Cb + T HuCb. (9)

It is easy to see that the data matrices Wy and Wu := HuCb
remain a valid input–output pair. Thus, the bias was eliminated
by taking appropriate linear combinations of the columns of
the data matrices.

The identification of system matrix A proceeds by find-
ing the LTI system’s zero–input response via another linear
combination of the columns of the data matrices. The trans-
formation matrix is obtained by applying the singular value
decomposition to Wu. Defining Σ1 ∈ Rh×n as the matrix with
nonzero singular values on diagonal, we find an orthonormal
basis V2 ∈ RN−h×N−h−n in the null space of Wu. Since
N >> h, we can write

Wu = UΣVT

= U
[
Σ1 0

] [VT
1

VT
2

]
,

which implies that,

Wu
[
V1 V2

]
= U

[
Σ1 0

]
,[

WuV1 WuV2

]
=
[
UΣ1 0

]
. (10)

Consequently, it follows from (5) that there exists an X′0 :=
X0Cb matrix such that

WyV2 = OX′0 (11)

and therefore WyV2 contains the zero–input–response of the
LTI system of interest.



By applying the singular value decomposition on WyV2 the
extended observability matrix O can be obtained (see [11],
lemma 6.1). Using this, we can solve system matrix A as

O1A = O2

A = O†1O2. (12)

where O1 and O2 exclude the first and last row of O
respectively.

For solving the rest of LTI system parameters, we represent
matrix A in diagonal (modal) form: A = diag(z1, . . . , zn),
where z1, . . . , zn ∈ C are the eigenvalues of the identified
system matrix. Depending on identification data, some modes
of identified system matrix A may be unstable. In modal
form all modes are decoupled, and any unstable mode can
be removed from z without affecting the remaining modes.
Simply put, the unstable modes of the system matrix are
ignored and the identification only considers the stable ones,
making the LTI model finding robust.

Now focusing only at the evolution of the free part of LTI
system as in (13), we note both the c ∈ C1×n and initial
state vector x0 ∈ Cn×1 are unknown. For simplification, it
makes sense to set all elements of c to 1. This makes further
calculations more straightforward and any effect on solution
will be offset in the x0.

yk = cAk−1x0

yk =
[
c1 . . . cn

] z1 . . .
zn


k−1 x0,1...

x0,n


yk = c1z

k−1
1 x0,1 + · · ·+ cnz

k−1
n x0,n

yk =
[
zk−11 . . . zk−1n

]
x0, (13)

This simplification can similarly be justified for the forced
response part with respect to unknown system vector b.
Consequently, the initial state x0 ∈ Cn, the system vector
b ∈ Cn, and the bias ε ∈ R are obtained by solving

y ≈ Axx0 + Tbb +~1ε (14)

in least–squares sense where

Ax :=


1 1 · · · 1
z1 z2 · · · zn
z21 z22 · · · z2n
...

...
...

...
zN−11 zN−12 · · · zN−1n

 (15)

and Tb := [t1 t2 . . . tn], where

ti :=


1 0 · · · 0
z1 1 · · · 0
z21 z1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
zN−11 zN−21 · · · 1




u1
u2
...
uN

 (16)

for all i = 1, . . . , n and ~1 ∈ RN denotes column vector of
ones.

Fig. 5. Initialization data gathering for online fouling indicator.

Least–squares sense solution to (14) gives LTI system
parameters as in (17). Applying these parameters, estimates
can be produced for new measurements.

x0

b
ε

 =
[
Ax Tb ~1

]†
y (17)

The fouling indicator estimates produced by the identified
LTI systems are expected to correlate with the calculated static
fouling indicator values. Estimation accuracy is evaluated with
Pearson correlation coefficient in Section IV-D.

IV. RESULTS

The presented method was applied to real combustion–
thermal power plant data. Data from the first superheater in
the flue gas duct was considered, as this heat exchanger it is
the most vulnerable to fouling. Input to algorithm was given
measurement–by–measurement to mimic online operation.

The trigger condition for performing new LTI model sub-
space identification was selected to be at the beginning of
each sootblowing cycle. Previous cycle’s load level behaviour
is evaluated and data used for constant–load fouling indicator
or varying–load fouling indicator LTI system identification
accordingly. This triggering approach has been used to produce
all results in this paper.

Performing system identification requires data sequence of
sufficient length. Figure 5 shows how the LTI estimation of
fouling indicator is obtained only after sufficient amount of
data has been collected, here two full sootblowing cycles in
constant–load operation. Fouling indicator estimate is pro-
duced only after subspace identification is performed.

A. Identification of the constant–load fouling indicator dy-
namics

The previous section detailed the identification method that
is now applied. The input– and output signals for constant–
load fouling indicator are binary sootblowing activation status
and static block’s fouling indicator, respectively. This LTI sys-
tem identifies the dynamics of sootblowing and constant–load
fouling to fouling indicator. Constant–load fouling indicator is



Fig. 6. Varying–load online fouling indicator.

insensitive to load changes, and therefore key to decoupling
effect of load level to static fouling indicator.

It can be observed from IO–data that the constant–load
fouling indicator has a quick decaying dynamics immediately
after sootblowing, followed by a slower decay (see Fig. 2).
This feature provides a natural choice on the dimension of
system matrix A which is set to two. This choice is applied
by considering only the two most dominant patterns found in
the extended observability matrix of corresponding data matrix
WyV2 (12).

At constant load the model prediction correlates well with
measurements, as proved by estimates right after initialization
(Fig. 5). Each re–identification of the model uses the most
recent data therefore enables adaptability to plant parameter
changes.

B. Identification of the varying–load fouling indicator dynam-
ics

The input– and output signals for varying–load fouling
indicator are load level deviation from nominal and difference
between static block’s fouling indicator and constant–load

Fig. 7. Summed constant– and varying–load (two modes) fouling indicator
compared to static fouling indicator.

fouling indicator, respectively. This LTI system identifies the
dynamics of load changes to static fouling indicator, and is
used to show that decoupling is feasible.

Naturally identifying LTI system dynamics of load change
to fouling indicator requires a sequence of data from different
load levels. The more such data is available, the better esti-
mates can be produced. The effect of re–identifying the LTI
system for varying–load fouling indicator are clearly visible as
jumps in Fig. 6 as more load change data becomes available.

No a priori information of the form of load level dynam-
ics to fouling indicator exists. The results in Fig. 6 were
obtained using the same two–mode dynamics assumption as
for constant–load fouling indicator. This assumption might not
be valid. Varying–load fouling indicator dynamics are noisy,
as roughly 10–20 modes are needed to capture 50% of the
dynamic’s energy. However, similarly to the constant–load
case, low dimensional LTI approximations of the IO data is
preferred. The elaboration of the system dimension on the
model prediction performance is presented in the following
sections.

C. Fouling indicator

The constant–load– and varying–load fouling indicators are
summed to formulate the total fouling indicator. This total
fouling indicator is expected to match the static block’s fouling
indicator – a match would indicate that decoupling of load
level dynamics from static fouling indicator is feasible.

Results of two cases, (a) using two modes for varying–
load fouling indicator and (b) using modes to capture 50% of
dynamic’s energy for varying–load fouling indicator are shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Selecting only two main
modes for load level dynamics is a conservative approach, but
the obtained match is superior in visual inspection.

The mode selection approach (b) introduces overshoots in
summed fouling indicator. In this case it is noteworthy to
emphasize that the proposed method decouples the desired
constant–load dynamics. Even with poor correlation between
summed estimate and static fouling indicator, the constant–
load fouling indicator can be used for plant operation and

Fig. 8. Summed constant– and varying–load (modes capturing 50% of
dynamics) fouling indicator compared to static fouling indicator.



Fig. 9. The constant–load fouling indicator part of fouling indicator in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8.

optimization (see Fig. 9), making mode selection problem less
critical.

D. Adaptation

The proposed data–driven subspace identification method
is computationally feasible for online applications. Therefore
the fouling indicator is inherently able to adapt to varying
process conditions as LTI system is re–identified with recent
plant measurements.

For example Pearson correlation test can be used to nu-
merically evaluate how well the obtained dynamic– and static
fouling indicators match in linear sense. The test gives cor-
relation coefficient between 1 (perfect correlation) and 0 (no
correlation). Figure 10 shows Pearson correlation test between
the two values (using two modes for varying–load LTI). Each
correlation test was done for a moving window of data of
roughly one sootblowing cycle. It can be clearly seen how load
level changes at first cause the correlation to decrease, but as
more data is available for subspace identification of varying–
load fouling indicator, the estimate adapts and reaches high
correlation again.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new method was presented for fouling estimation in ther-
mal power plant heat exchanger context. The main contribution
of this paper was demonstrating the ability to decouple the ef-
fect of plant load level changes from static fouling estimation.
This was achieved by applying subspace identification to two
separate input–output pairs derived from plant measurements.

The subspace identification method presented in this paper
was used in order to (a) take bias in output data into consider-
ation, (b) be able to remove undesired modes from identified
system matrix and (c) avoid persistent excitation condition of
the input signal (certain conditions apply, however, but the
details of minimal signal characteristics for identifying a LTI
representation will be discussed in a separate paper). Also, the
developed algorithm is executable with standard linear algebra
tools available in most coding languages, therefore making
the solution portable to industrial applications. Algorithm’s
outputs can be used as visual aid for plant operator as is, or

Fig. 10. The results of the Pearson correlation test as load changes are
introduced in data. The dashed vertical lines show when LTI models are
re–identified.

optimization strategies can be applied to identified LTI system
to further automatize plant’s fouling management.
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